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Rotation of distillates. When distilled by Soldaini and Berte's process, the
genuine oil gives a distillate with a higher (about 0-1-2°) or at least unchanged
(rarely) rotation 1 and a residue with a lower rotation.
In presence of laevo-rotatory or slightly dextro-rotatory oil of turpentine,
even in small quantity (2-5%), the distillate has a rotation below that of the
oil. Strongly dextro-rotatory oil of turpentine or lemon terpenes produce a
similar effect, if not less than 15% is present.
The residue of the distillation has a higher rotation than the oil when marked
quantities of orange oil are present.
When distilled according to Schimmel's method, the genuine oil yields a
distillate (one-tenth of the oil) with a rotation lower, and a residue with a rotation
higher, than that of the oil; in the first case the difference is mostly 1-4° and
rarely 4.3° ; only with oil from undergrown lemons does it reach 5-6°.
In presence of laevo-rotatory oil of turpentine (even less than 5%) or dextro-
rotatory oil of turpentine (above 5% or 10%, according to the magnitude of
the rotation) or terpenes (not less than 15%), the difference between the rotation
of the oil and that of the first one-tenth distilled exceeds 4°.
Residue on evaporation. Genuine oil obtained by the sponge process by hand
leaves 2—3*5% °^ residue, while that obtained mechanically may leave 5%,
When the latter is distilled by the Soldaini and Bert6 method, the rotation of
the distillate is usually about 2° above that of the original oil.
Fatty oils, waxes, paraffin oil and balsams increase the residue.
Content of citral. The Bert6 method gives about 6~7'5% (by vol.) of total
aldehydes in the genuine oil.
In conclusion, when any of the characters of an oil of lemon lies outside the
values given for the genuine oils, the product is certainly adulterated, but normal
values are no guarantee of purity. The whole of the results must be considered
before any reliable judgment is attained.
Other Essential Oils
The commonest essential oils, other than those of the acid fruits, are
considered in Table XXXIV, which indicates the most important physical
and chemical properties, determined by the general methods, and also the
principal components and the more probable adulterants.
In general, when the various characters of an oil lie outside the limits at
present admitted (see Table XXXIV), it is certain that the oil is not genuine,
and when the characters lie very near to the limiting values fraud may be sus-
pected and should be tested for specially.
When the characters are normal, the oil may be regarded as genuine. Some-
times, however, adulteration is carried out so cleverly, by mixing the different
adulterants in certain definite proportions, that the characters of the oil are
not altered (see Oil of Lemon and Bergamot Oil) ; in such cases, special tests
are necessary for the detection of the adulteration.
Oil from under-developed fruit may give a distillate with a slightly lower rotation.

